Introduction
Coalition formation has been addressed in game theory for some time. However, game theoretic approaches are typically centralized and computationally infeasible. MAS researchers (Kraus et al. 2003 ) (Griffiths and Luck 2003) (Sandholm et al. 1999 ) using game theory concepts, have developed algorithms for coalition formation in MAS environments. However, many of them suffer from a number of important drawbacks like they are only applicable for small number of agents and not applicable to real world domains. A coalition, is a group of agents who join together to accomplish a task that requires joint task execution which otherwise be unable to perform or will perform poorly. It is becoming increasingly important as it increases the ability of agents to execute tasks and maximize their payoffs. Thus the automation of coalition formation will not only save considerable labour time, but also may be more effective at finding beneficial coalitions than human in complex settings. To allow agents to form coalitions, one should devise a coalition formation mechanism that includes a protocol as well as strategies to be implemented by the agents given the protocol. This paper will focus on the issues of coalitions in dynamic multi-agent systems: specifically, on issues surrounding the formation of coalitions among possibly among heterogeneous group of agents, and on how coalitions adapt to change in dynamic settings. Traditionally, an agent with complete information can rationalize to form optimal coalitions with its neighbours for problem solving. However, in a noisy and dynamic environment where events occur rapidly, information cannot be relayed among the agent frequently enough, centralized updates and polling are expensive, and the supporting infrastructure may partially fail, agents will be forced to form sub-optimal coalitions. In such settings, agents need to reason, with the primary objective of forming a successful coalition rather than an optimal one, and in influencing the coalition (or forming new coalitions) to suit its changing needs. This paper introduces a novel attitude based coalition agent system in the fire world. The task of fire fighting operations in a highly dynamic and hostile environment is a challenging problem. We suggest a knowledge-based approach to the coalition formation problem for fire fighting missions. Owing to the special nature of this domain, developing a protocol that enables agents to negotiate and form coalitions, and provide them with simple heuristics for choosing coalition partners is quite challenging task.
A Fire Fighting World
We have implemented our formalization on a simulation of fire world (Goyal 2006 ) using a virtual research campus. The fire world is a dynamic, distributed, interactive, simulated fire environment where agents are working together to solve problems, for example, rescuing victims and extinguishing fire. Humans and animals in the fire world are modeled as autonomous and heterogeneous agents. While the animals run away from fire instinctively, the fire fighters can tackle and extinguish fire and the victims escape from fire in an intelligent fashion. An agent responds to fire at different levels. At the lower level, the agent burns like any object, such as chair. At the higher level, the agent reacts to fire by quickly performing actions, generating goals and achieving goals through plan execution. Agents operating in the domain face a high level of uncertainty caused by the fire. There are three main objectives for intelligent agents in the world during the event of fire: self-survival, saving objects including lives of animals and other agents and put-off fire. Because of the hostile settings of the domain, there exist a lot of challenging situations where agents need to do the cooperative activities. Whenever there is fire, there is need of coalition between the fire fighters (FF-agent), volunteers (Vol-agent) and victim agents (Vic-agent) (figure 1). The fire fighters perform all the tasks necessary to control an emergency scene. The problem solving activities of the fire fighters are putting out fire, rescuing victims and saving property. Apart from these primary activities there are a number of sub tasks e.g. run towards the exit, move the objects out of the room, remove obstacles, and to prevent the spread of fire. The first and paramount objective of the victim agents is self-survival. The role of volunteer agents is to try to save objects from the fire and help out other victims who need assistance when they believe their lives are not under threat. To achieve these tasks there is need of coalitions between these agents is necessary. Thus the fire world we consider is sufficiently complex to bring about the challenges involved in to study coalition formation in a typical multi-agent world.
Fig. 1. Coalition between Fire-fighter, Volunteer and Victim Agent

Strategic Coalitions in an Agent Based Hostile World
The coalition facilitates the achievement of cooperation among different agents. The cooperation among agents succeeds only when participating agents are enthusiastically unified in pursuit of a common objective rather than individual agendas. We claim that cooperation among agents is achieved only if the agents have a collective attitude towards cooperative goal as well as towards cooperative plan. From collective attitudes, agents derive individual attitudes that are then used to guide their behaviours to achieve the coalition activity. The agents in a coalition can have different attitudes depending upon the type of the environment the agent occupies.
Definition of Attitude
Attitude is a learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favourable or unfavourable manner with respect to a given object (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) . In other words, the attitude is a preparation in advance of the actual response, constitutes an important determinant of the ensuing behaviour. However this definition seems too abstract for computational purposes. In AI, the fundamental notions to generate the desirable behaviours of the agents often include goals, beliefs, intentions, and commitments. Bratman (Bratman 1987) addresses the problem of defining the nature of intentions. Crucial to his argument is the subtle distinction between doing something intentionally and intending to do something. Cohen and Levesque (Cohen and Levesque1991) , on the other hand, developed a logic in which intention is defined. They define the notion of individual commitment as persistent goal, and an intention is defined to be a commitment to act in a certain mental state of believing throughout what he is doing. Thus to provide a definition of attitude that is concrete enough for computational purposes, we model attitude using goals, beliefs, intentions and commitments. From the Fishbein's definition it is clear that when an attitude is adopted, an agent has to exhibit an appropriate behaviour (predisposition means behave in a particular way).
In a dynamic multiagent world, the behaviour is also based on appropriate commitment of the agent to all unexpected situations in the world including state changes, failures, and other agents' mental and physical behaviours. An agent intending to achieve a goal must first commit itself to the goal by assigning the necessary resources, and then carry out the commitment when the appropriate opportune comes. Second, if the agent is committed to executing its action, it needs to know how weak or strong the commitment is. If the commitment is week, the agent may not want to expend too much of its resources in achieving the execution. The agent thus needs to know the degree of its commitment towards the action. This degree of commitment quantifies the agent's attitude towards the action execution. For example, if the agent considers the action execution to be higher importance (an attitude towards the action), then it may choose to execute the action with greater degree of commitment; otherwise, the agent may drop the action even when it had failed at the first time. Thus, in our formulation, an agent when it performs an activity, since the activity is more likely that it will not succeed in a dynamic world; agents will adopt a definite attitude towards every activity while performing that activity. The adopted attitude will guide the agent in responding to failure situations. Also the behaviour must be consistent over the period of time during which the agent is holding the attitude. An agent cannot thus afford to change its attitude towards a given object too often, because if it does, its behaviour will become somewhat like a reactive agent, and its attitude may not be useful to other agents. Once an agent chose to adopt an attitude, it strives to maintain this attitude, until it reaches a situation where the agent may choose to drop its current attitude towards the object and adopt a new attitude towards the same object. Thus we define attitude as: An agent's attitude towards an object is its persistent degree of commitment to one or several goals associated with the object, which give rise to persistent favourable or unfavourable behaviour to do some physical or mental actions.
Type of Attitudes
Behaviours exhibited by an agent in a multiagent environment can be either individualistic or collective. Accordingly, we can divide attitudes in two broad categories: individual attitudes and collective attitudes. The individual attitudes contribute towards the single agent's view towards an object or person. The agent's individual attitude toward a fire world, for example, is a function of its beliefs about the fire world. The collective attitudes are those attitudes, which are held by multiple agents. The collective attitudes are individual attitudes so strongly interconditioned by collective contact that they become highly standardised and uniform within the group, team or society etc. The agents can collectively exist as societies, groups, teams, friends, foes, or just as strangers, and collective attitudes are possible in any one of these classifications. For example, the agents in the collection called friends, can all have a collective attitude called friends, which is mutually believed by all agents in the collection. A collective attitude can be viewed as an abstract attitude consisting of several component attitudes, and for an individual agent to perform an appropriate behaviour; it must hold its own attitude towards the collective attitude. Thus, for example, if A 1 and A 2 are friends, then they mutually believe they are friends, but also each A i must have an attitude towards this infinite nesting of beliefs so that it can exhibit a corresponding behaviour. Thus, from A 1 's viewpoint, friends is an attitude that it is holding towards the collection {A 1 , A 2 } and can be denoted as friendsA 1 (A 1 , A 2 ). Similarly, from A 2 's view point, its attitude can be denoted as friendsA 2 (A 1 ,A 2 ). However, in an extreme case, A1 may not be certain about A 2 's behaviour. That is why; it needs to have an attitude of its own, which generates a behaviour taking all the uncertainties introduced by the dynamic environment into account. Further note that A 1 might implicitly expect A 2 to perform its role, but it is only an expectation. This is a bottom up view of the friendsrelation, where the relation is viewed in general differently by each agent depending on the local situations the individual agents face in the world.
Attitude Based Coalition Model
We claim that successful coalition is achieved only if the agents have coalition as a collective abstract attitude. From this collective attitude, agents derive individual attitudes that are then used to guide their behaviours to achieve the coalition. Suppose there n agents in a coalition i.e. A 1 …. A n . So the collective attitude of the agent A 1 …. A n towards the coalition is represented as Coal A1..An (A 1 , .. ,A n ). But from A 1 's viewpoint, team is an attitude that it is holding towards the collection (A 1, …,A n ) and can be denoted as Coal A1 (A 1 , A 2 ) . Similarly from A n 's viewpoint, its attitude can be denoted as Coal An (A 1 ,.., A n ). But the collective attitude Coal A1 An (A 1 ,…, A n ) is decomposed into the individual attitudes only when all the agents mutually believe that they are in the coalition. The coalition attitude can be represented in the form of individual attitudes towards the various attributes of the coalition i.e. coalition methods, coalition rule base, and coalition responsibility. The attitudes of an agent existing in a coalition consist of attitude towards coalition as well as attitude towards coalition activity. At any time, an agent may be engaged in one of the basic coalition activities i.e. coalition formation, coalition maintenance, and coalition dissolution. Instead of modelling these basic activities as tasks to be achieved, we have chosen to model them as attitudes.
Coalition (A1,..,A2) This attitude is invoked when the agents are in a team state. This attitude guides the agents to perform the appropriate coalition behaviours.
Name of Attitude: Coalition
Description of Object: (1) Name of Object: set of agents (2) Model of Object: {A 1 ,A n | A i is an agent} Basic agent behaviour: coalition behaviour specified by agent's rule base Evaluation: favourable Persistence: This attitude persists as long as the agents are able to maintain it. Concurrent attitudes: all attitudes towards physical and mental objects in the domain. Type of Attitude: collective.
Coalition Formation
Impetus for attitude and coalition formation may arise from the world and a particular domain or from agent's themselves. Having identified the potential for coalition action with respect to one of its goals, a leader agent will solicit assistance from some group of agents that it believes can achieve the goal. Our agents form coalition, because the inherent nature of the world requires agents to exist and act together. However, a particular situation may force the agents to dissolve the coalition for some time. In the fire world, the event triggering the coalition formation process is a fire.
Whenever there is fire, the security officers call the fire-fighting company to put out the fire. Then the fire fighters arrive at the scene of fire and get the information about when, how and where the fire had started. Suppose there is a medium fire in the campus, which results in the attitudes medium-fire and dangerous-fire towards the object fire. The attitude Coalform is also generated, which initiates the team formation process. We propose a dynamic team formation model, in which we consider initially the mental state i.e. the beliefs of all the agents is same. The fire-fighting agents recognise appropriateness of the team model for the task at hand; set up the requirements in terms of other fellow agents, role designation, and structure; and develop attitudes towards the team as well as towards the domain. In order to select a member of the team, our agent will select the fellow agent who has following capabilities:
-Has knowledge about the state of other agents.
-Has attitude towards the coalition formation.
-Can derive roles for other agents based on skills and capabilities.
-Can derive a complete joint plan.
-Can maintain a coalition state.
Our method of forming a coalition is like this; the agents start broadcasting message to other agents "Let us form a coalition". The agents will form a coalition if two or more than two agents agree by saying, "Yes". If the agent do not receive the "Yes" message, it will again iterate through the same steps until the coalition is formed. The coal-form is maintained as long as the agents are forming the team. Once the team is formed, agents will drop the coal-form attitude and form the coal attitude, which will guide the agents to produce various team behaviours.
Coalition Maintenance and Dissolution
While solving a problem (during fire fighting activity) the coalition agents have also to maintain the coalition. During the coalition activity the agents implement the coalition plan to achieve the desired coalition action and sustain the desired consequences. The coaltion maintenance behaviour requires what the agent should do so that coalition does not disintegrate. In order to maintain the coalition each agent should ask the other agent periodically or whenever there is a change in the world state, whether he is in the coalition. So the attitudes like periodic-coalition-maintenance and situation-coalition-maintenance are produced periodically or whenever there is a change in the situation. These attitudes help the agent to exhibit the maintenance behaviours. When the team task is achieved or team activity has to be stopped due to unavoidable circumstances, the attitude coalunform is generated. This attitude results in the dissolution of the team and further generates attitude escape. For example, when the fire becomes very large, the agents have to abandon the team activity and escape. The attitude coal-unform is maintained as long as the agents are escaping to a safe place. Once the agents are in the safe place, the attitudes team-unform and escape are relinquished. In case the fire comes under control, the agents again form a team by going through the steps of team formation.
Conclusions
This paper has developed a novel framework for managing coalitions in a hostile dynamic world. Coalition is guided by the agent's dynamic assessment of agent's attitudes given the current scenario conditions, with the aim of facilitating the agents in coalitions to complete their tasks as quickly as possible. In particular, it is outlined in this paper that how agents can form and maintain a coalition, and how it can offer certain benefits to cooperation. Our solution provides a means of maximizing the utility and predictability of the agents as a whole. Its richness presents numerous possibilities for studying different patterns of collaborative behaviour.
